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An Artful Relic Andrew R. Casper 2021-08-19 In 1578, a fourteen-foot linen sheet bearing
the faint bloodstained imprint of a human corpse was presented to tens of thousands of
worshippers in Turin, Italy, as one of the original shrouds used to prepare Jesus Christ’s body
for entombment. From that year into the next century, the Shroud of Turin emerged as
Christianity’s preeminent religious artifact. In an unprecedented new look, Andrew R. Casper
sheds new light on one of the world’s most famous and controversial religious objects. Since
the early twentieth century, scores of scientists and forensic investigators have attributed the
Shroud’s mysterious images to painterly, natural, or even supernatural forces. Casper,
however, shows that this modern opposition of artifice and authenticity does not align with
the cloth’s historical conception as an object of religious devotion. Examining the period of
the Shroud’s most enthusiastic following, from the late 1500s through the 1600s, he reveals
how it came to be considered an artful relic—a divine painting attributed to God’s artistry
that contains traces of Christ’s body. Through probing analyses of materials created to
perpetuate the Shroud’s cult following—including devotional, historical, and theological
treatises as well as printed and painted reproductions—Casper uncovers historicized
connections to late Renaissance and Baroque artistic cultures that frame an understanding of
the Shroud’s bloodied corporeal impressions as an alloy of material authenticity and divine
artifice. This groundbreaking book introduces rich, new material about the Shroud’s
emergence as a sacred artifact. It will appeal to art historians specializing in religious and
material studies, historians of religion, and to general readers interested in the Shroud of
Turin.
Bibliographic Guide to Art and Architecture New York Public Library. Art and
Architecture Division 2001
Caravaggio John T. Spike 2010 Presents a comprehensive exploration of the artist and his
works, detailing Caravaggio's scandalous life, the provocativeness of his work, and his impact
on the history of painting.
Roma/Seicento verso il barocco Giorgio Leone 2016-01-03T00:00:00+01:00 Il progetto
espositivo Roma/Seicento: verso il barocco, inaugurato a Pechino il 29 aprile presso il
National Museum of China, è il secondo appuntamento che l’Italia onora nell’ambito della
collaborazione bilaterale sottoscritta nel Memorandum d’intesa “Italia-Cina” (7 ottobre
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2010), accordo di Stato sul partenariato per la promozione del patrimonio culturale dei due
Paesi. La straordinaria esposizione, successiva a quella dal titolo Il Rinascimento a Firenze:
capolavori e protagonisti che attraversava il Quattrocento fino al primo Cinquecento
fiorentino, prosegue nel percorso di approfondimento tematico delle grandi stagioni dell’Arte
Italiana e presenta al pubblico cinese, per la prima volta, opere d’arte irripetibili,
appartenenti al patrimonio culturale italiano nelle sue diverse forme espressive, giunte
integre fino a noi grazie alla eccellente azione di tutela che impegna quotidianamente il
nostro Ministero. All’evento espositivo, allestito presso il Museo Nazionale della celebre
Piazza Tienanmen, sono presenti opere di proprietà statale, dai maggiori musei e dalle più
importanti chiese di Roma, di proprietà ecclesiastica, dalla chiesa di Santa Maria in
Trastevere, e di proprietà comunale, dal Museo del Barocco di Ariccia, nonché di altri Enti
presenti sul territorio romano e laziale. Grazie all’impegno congiunto delle competenti
autorità italiane e cinesi, l’inaugurazione di questa mostra testimonia e consolida ancora una
volta i vincoli di amicizia che legano le moderne Repubbliche sulla scorta di un’eredità
culturale antichissima e di una storia millenaria in cui la bellezza è diventata cultura.
dall’introduzione di Dario Franceschini, Ministro dei Beni e delle Attività Culturali e del
Turismo
Italian Style Eugenia Paulicelli 2016-09-22 This is the first in-depth, book-length study on
fashion and Italian cinema from the silent film to the present. Italian cinema launched Italian
fashion to the world. The book is the story of this launch. The creation of an Italian style and
fashion as they are perceived today, especially by foreigners, was a product of the post World
War II years. Before then, Parisian fashion had dominated Europe and the world. Just as
fashion was part of Parisian and French national identity, the book explores the process of
shaping and inventing an Italian style and fashion that ran parallel to, and at times took the
lead in, the creation of an Italian national identity. In bringing to the fore these intersections,
as well as emphasizing the importance of craft in cinema, fashion and costume design, the
book aims to offer new visions of films by directors such as Nino Oxilia, Mario Camerini,
Alessandro Blasetti, Federico Fellini, Michelangelo Antonioni, Luchino Visconti and Paolo
Sorrentino, of film stars such as Lyda Borelli, Francesca Bertini, Pina Menichelli, Lucia Bosè,
Monica Vitti, Marcello Mastroianni, Toni Servillo and others, and the costume archives and
designers who have been central to the development of Made in Italy and Italian style.
Caravaggio and Pictorial Narrative Lorenzo Pericolo 2011 This publication on the short-lived,
irascible artist Caravaggio (1573-1610) re-establishes his significant and innovative role in
the history of artistic creation, and in particular as a master of dramatic and realistic storytelling.
Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio Stefania Macioce 2003
Giovanni Gerolamo Savoldo tra Foppa, Giorgione e Caravaggio Gian Girolamo Savoldo
1990
Historical Dictionary of Baroque Art and Architecture Lilian H. Zirpolo 2018-03-13 This
second edition of Historical Dictionary of Baroque Art and Architecture contains a
chronology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over
600 cross-referenced entries on famous artists, sculptors, architects, patrons, and other
historical figures, and events.
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Italian Books and Periodicals 1987
Art Year 1997
Art year 1997. The international exhibition guide 1997
Caravaggio in Film and Literature Laura Rorato 2017-07-05 Although fictional responses to
Caravaggio date back to the painter's lifetime (1571-1610), it was during the second half of
the twentieth century that interest in him took off outside the world of art history. In this new
monograph, the first book-length study of Caravaggio's recent impact, Rorato provides a
panoramic overview of his appropriation by popular culture. The extent of the Caravaggio
myth, and its self-perpetuating nature, are brought out by a series of case studies involving
authors and directors from numerous countries (Italy, Great Britain, America, Canada,
France and Norway) and literary and filmic texts from a number of genres - from
straightforward tellings of his life to crime fiction, homoerotic film and postcolonial
literature.
L'espresso 1983 Politica, cultura, economia.
Il Barocco romano e l'Europa Marcello Fagiolo 1992
Memorie Accademia di scienze, lettere e arti (Modena, Italy) 1922
Dosso's Fate Dosso Dossi 1998 Dosso Dossi has long been considered one of Renaissance
Italy's most intriguing artists. Although a wealth of documents chronicles his life, he remains,
in many ways, an enigma, and his art continues to be as elusive as it is compelling. In Dosso's
Fate, leading scholars from a wide range of disciplines examine the social, intellectual, and
historical contexts of his art, focusing on the development of new genres of painting,
questions of style and chronology, the influence of courtly culture, and the work of his
collaborators, as well as his visual and literary sources and his painting technique. The result
is an important and original contribution not only to literature on Dosso Dossi but also to the
study of cultural history in early modern Italy.
Caravaggio & His Followers in Rome David Franklin 2011 "The Italian artist Caravaggio
(1571-1610) had a profound impact on a wide range of baroque painters of Italian, French,
Dutch, Flemish, and Spanish origin who resided in Rome either during his lifetime or
immediately afterward. This captivating book illustrates the notion of "Caravaggism,"
showcasing 65 works by Peter Paul Rubens and other important artists of the period who
drew inspiration from Caravaggio. Also depicted are Caravaggio canvases that fully exhibit
his distinctive style, along with ones that had a particularly discernible impact on other
practitioners. Caravaggio's influence was greatest in Rome, where his works were seen by
the largest and most international group of artists, and was at its peak in the early decades of
the 17th century both before and after his untimely death at the age of 39. Not since
Michelangelo or Raphael has one European artist affected so many of his contemporaries and
over such broad geographic territory. Essays by an array of major Caravaggio scholars
illuminate the underlying principles of the exhibit, reveal how Caravaggio altered the
presentation and interpretation of many traditional subjects and inspired unusual new ones,
and explore the artist's legacy and how he irrevocably changed the course of painting."-il-mistero-caravaggio-italian-edition
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Publisher's description.
La ragione e il metodo Marco Bona Castellotti 1999
Guercino E la Pittura Emiliana Del'600 Claudio Strinati 1999
Da Caravaggio a Ceruti Francesco Porzio 1998
Listening as Spiritual Practice in Early Modern Italy Andrew Dell'Antonio 2011-07-02 In
this volume the author looks at the rise of a cultivated audience whose skill involved listening
rather than playing or singing, in the early 17th century.
Italian Women Artists Jordana Pomeroy 2007 Surveying the women painters, engravers
and sculptors working in 16th and 17th century Italy, this text examines their artistic
practices and achievements.
A Complete Catalogue of the Paintings of G.B. Tiepolo Antonio Morassi 1962 Catalogue
raisonné.
Arte Veneta 74 AA.VV., 2018-07-10 Bibliografia dell'arte veneta (2016). Appendice del n.
74/2017 della rivista omonima, la Bibliografia dell'arte veneta costituisce un repertorio di
pubblicazioni, edite nell'arco di un anno (2016), dedicate ad argomenti di interesse storicoartistico veneto al quale gli studiosi possono fare riferimento come strumento di
aggiornamento e orientamento. Un modo per facilitare l'accesso a un ausilio fondamentale
per gli studi.
Andrea Camilleri Lucia Rinaldi 2014-01-10 This is the first comprehensive reference work in
English dedicated to the writing of world-famous Italian mystery writer Andrea Camilleri. It
includes entries on plots, characters, dates, literary motifs, and themes from the bestselling
author’s detective stories and television crime dramas, with special attention given to the
serialized policeman Inspector Salvo Montalbano, Camilleri’s most famous character. It also
equips the reader with background information on Camilleri’s life and career and provides a
guide to the writings of reviewers and critics.
ABM 1992 Abstracts of journal articles, books, essays, exhibition catalogs, dissertations, and
exhibition reviews. The scope of ARTbibliographies Modern extends from artists and
movements beginning with Impressionism in the late 19th century, up to the most recent
works and trends in the late 20th century. Photography is covered from its invention in 1839
to the present. A particular emphasis is placed upon adding new and lesser-known artists and
on the coverage of foreign-language literature. Approximately 13,000 new entries are added
each year. Published with title LOMA from 1969-1971.
Nobel Prize Laureates in Literature 2007 A biographical-bibliographical guide to the
writers who have received the Nobel Prize in Literature. Provides entries for each Nobel
Prize laureate. Entries also include the Nobel Prize in Literature presentation speech for the
corresponding year and the banquet speech given by the Nobel Prize laureate.
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Giallo siciliano Roberto Mistretta 2022-06-07 Narrativa - racconti (295 pagine) - Quindici
racconti gialli ambientati negli scenari mozzafiato della Sicilia, scritti da quindici autori
siciliani doc. Fra delitti, indagini e misteri, il lettore potrà compiere uno straordinario viaggio
alla scoperta dei profumi più penetranti della Sicilia... Quindici autori, tutti siciliani doc a cui
abbiamo fatto il test del DNA, in questa antologia danno vita a quindici racconti gialli
ambientati tra i faraglioni di Aci Trezza e la Siracusa di Cicerone, tra il barocco della Val di
Noto e il Cassaro di Palermo, tra il mar delle Eolie e i calanchi gessosi del Platani, tra il
“Bellini” di Catania e le vanedde dei paesini, tra le anse dell’Anapo e la Valle di Pantalica, per
raccontare una terra solare e complicatissima, la Sicilia, e per raccontarsi. Un viaggio alla
scoperta dei profumi più penetranti dell’isola, tra luoghi noti e meno noti, accompagnati da
personaggi di carta che si vorrebbe conoscere davvero, fosse solo per gustare un rosolio al
ficodindia o vedere il mare di Polifemo incendiarsi al tramonto, tra barche tirate a secco e
rezze abbandonate sulla rena infuocata. Roberto Mistretta: vincitore della 40° edizione del
Premio Alberto Tedeschi Giallo Mondadori con La profezia degli incappucciati, primo siciliano
ad aggiudicarsi tale riconoscimento, vive e lavora a Mussomeli (Cl), la Villabosco dei suoi
romanzi. Laureato in Giornalismo, scrive per il quotidiano La Sicilia. Ha curato l’inchiesta sul
Giallo siciliano con interviste a Santo Piazzese, Gaetano Savatteri, Domenico Cacopardo,
Andrea Camilleri e altri autori. È autore del radiodramma Onkel Binnu sulla cattura di
Bernardo Provenzano, trasmesso con successo dalla WDR di Colonia. È autore dei volumi:
Giudici di frontiera, con prefazione di Giancarlo De Cataldo; Il miracolo di don Puglisi;
Rosario Livatino: l’uomo, il giudice, il credente. È autore della serie del maresciallo Saverio
Bonanno tradotta con successo in Austria, Germania e Svizzera. Con Todaro ha pubblicato il
romanzo Sordide note infernali; Già autore Cairo, con Frilli Editori ha pubblicato: Il
maresciallo Bonanno/Un’indagine siciliana; Il canto dell’upupa e Il bacio della mantide.
Art Index Alice Maria Dougan 1998
Caravaggio in Film and Literature Laura Rorato 2017-07-05 Although fictional responses to
Caravaggio date back to the painter's lifetime (1571-1610), it was during the second half of
the twentieth century that interest in him took off outside the world of art history. In this new
monograph, the first book-length study of Caravaggio's recent impact, Rorato provides a
panoramic overview of his appropriation by popular culture. The extent of the Caravaggio
myth, and its self-perpetuating nature, are brought out by a series of case studies involving
authors and directors from numerous countries (Italy, Great Britain, America, Canada,
France and Norway) and literary and filmic texts from a number of genres - from
straightforward tellings of his life to crime fiction, homoerotic film and postcolonial
literature.
A Name in Blood Matt Rees 2013 When lowly artist Caravaggio is commissioned to paint
the Pope he quickly becomes the most celebrated artist in Rome. But when he falls for Lena,
a low-born fruit seller, and paints her into his Madonna series as a simple peasant woman,
Italian society is outraged. He is forced into a duel - and murders a nobleman.
Arte orafa e iconografia dionisiaca Edgardo Abbozzo 1987
Encyclopedia of Italian Literary Studies Gaetana Marrone 2006-12-26 The Encyclopedia of
Italian Literary Studies is a two-volume reference book containing some 600 entries on all
aspects of Italian literary culture. It includes analytical essays on authors and works, from the
il-mistero-caravaggio-italian-edition
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most important figures of Italian literature to little known authors and works that are
influential to the field. The Encyclopedia is distinguished by substantial articles on critics,
themes, genres, schools, historical surveys, and other topics related to the overall subject of
Italian literary studies. The Encyclopedia also includes writers and subjects of contemporary
interest, such as those relating to journalism, film, media, children's literature, food and
vernacular literatures. Entries consist of an essay on the topic and a bibliographic portion
listing works for further reading, and, in the case of entries on individuals, a brief
biographical paragraph and list of works by the person. It will be useful to people without
specialized knowledge of Italian literature as well as to scholars.
Vittorio De Sica Stephen Snyder 2000-01-01 Recognized as a master of Italian cinema,
Vittorio De Sica is perhaps best known and most respected for his critically acclaimed
neorealist films of the period 1946-55. As this anthology reveals, however, his production was
remarkably multifaceted. The essays included here - some newly commissioned, some
reprinted, and others in translation - look at De Sica's varied career from many perspecives.
Structured chronologically, the volume begins by introducing readers to De Sica's early
popularity as an actor and singer during the years of Italian Fascism, and to his initial
directorial efforts before the end of World War II. It was not until the postwar era, however,
that De Sica made his mark in film history. Special attention is given to this critical phase of
his career, which encompasses the neorealist films that made him famous: "Shoeshine",
"Bicycle Thieves", "Miracle in Milan", and "Umberto D." When the neorealist movement
waned after 1955, De Sica returned to his roots in Neapolitan comedy for a series of
commercially successful films starring Sophia Loren and Marcello Mastroianni. Memorable
works from this period include "Two Women" and "Marriage Italian Style" as well as
"Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow", which won De Sica an Academy Award in 1965. In one of
his final films, "The Garden of the Finzi Continis", he returned to the subject of World War II
and to the human tragedy characteristic of his best neorealist productions. This fine
anthology offers a comprehensive critical survey that covers the entire scope of De Sica's
career, and is an excellent resource for students, critics and film enthusiasts.
Il Museo diocesano di Milano Museo diocesano (Milan, Italy) 2001
Teresa Neera 1998 A young woman in 1880s Italy is forbidden to marry a dashing young
man because he has no money. Teresa Caccia is put to work by her father, looking after her
younger siblings, and only when they grow up is she able to join her love.
Vittorini Pavese e Topolino Annalisa Stancanelli 2015-12-11 Nel 1945 Elio Vittorini
pubblicava dei quadretti di Disney sulla prestigiosa rivista "Politecnico" e dedicava anche
un’intera pagina all’Officina Disney accompagnando il testo con dei comics di Topolino e
Paperino. Nel 1932 Cesare Pavese probabilmente collaborava con Franco Antonicelli alla
traduzione, anche se non la firmava, delle "Storielle di Topolino", Le avventure di Topolino
pubblicate da Frassinelli. A Topolino nessuno riesce a dire di no, nemmeno i più grandi
intellettuali dell’epoca. Il libretto è un divertissement che narra anche alcune chicche della
storia del celebre Topo in Italia e contiene un’Appendice dedicata ai war insignia.
Italian Film John Stewart 1994 Italian cinema has been an influential, sometimes dominant,
force in the world of filmmaking for over 100 years. Many world famous actors and
production personnel have made their mark on the Italian screen. This is an encyclopedic
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reference and filmography to the nearly 5,000 people, Italians and foreigners, who have been
involved in Italian filmmaking since 1896. Each entry provides brief biographical information
on the person, along with full filmographic data on his or her films in Italy or for Italian
filmmakers. The annotated title index includes Italian titles (and year) and English-language
titles and alternate titles where appropriate. Conjoined to all of the title index references (to
serially numbered personal entries), with the exception of acting credits, are mnemonic codes
indicating specific areas of production (e.g., director, producer, camera, music, etc.).
Widener Library Shelflist: Italian history and literature Harvard University. Library 1974
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